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ABSTRACT 

Road modeling is the first step towards environment per-
ception within driver assistance video-based systems. Typi-
cally, lañe modeling allows applications such as lañe depar-
ture warning or lañe invasión by other vehicles. In this paper, 
a new monocular image processing strategy that achieves a 
robust múltiple lañe model is proposed. The identification 
of múltiple lañes is done by firstly detecting the own lañe 
and estimating its geometry under perspective distortion. The 
perspective analysis and curve fitting allows to hypothesize 
adjacent lañes assuming some a priori knowledge about the 
road. The verification of these hypotheses is carried out by 
a confidence level analysis. Several types of sequences have 
been tested, with different illumination conditions, presence 
of shadows and significant curvature, all performing in real-
time. Results show the robustness of the system, delivering 
accurate múltiple lañe road models in most situations. 

Index Terms— Múltiple lañe detection, vanishing point, 
homography, curve fitting, confidence measures. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Focusing on the field of driver assistance systems (DAS), 
two major objectives are road modeling and vehicle detection 
within in-vehicle visión systems. Usually, the road model is 
firstly computed to obtain a reliable environment description 
which afterwards allows to accurately detect vehicles. For 
this purpose, there are typically two main processing stages, 
feature extraction, which extracts features from images, and 
model fitting, that uses those features to obtain the number 
of lañes, their width, curvature, etc. Most works found in 
literature detect, as features, the lañe markings within the 
road [1][2], although other features, like the color of the road, 
are also used [3]. 

Model fitting is the processing stage that introduces a pri
ori knowledge to constrain the problem and achieve adequate 
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results. For instance, [4] assumes that the road is fíat, without 
slope changes and with parallel lañe markings, while other 
works use much more accurate models such as B-snakes 
based models [2]. 

Nonetheless, most works identify only one lañe due to 
the difficulty of finding reliable features for adjacent lañes 
in the image [3] [5] [6]. Although there are authors that de
tect múltiple lañes [1][4], no validation process is done which 
ensures that detected lañes are correct with some degree of 
confidence, and therefore there is a lack of robustness, partic-
ularly in presence of non-homogenous road color, shadows, 
vehicles, etc. 

In this work a novel strategy that overcomes these limita-
tions is presented. It is based on the estimation of the vanish
ing point, which allows to reconstruct the geometry of the 
road and perform hypotheses on the number of lañes, fol-
lowed by an hypotheses verification algorithm which assigns 
confidence levéis to hypothesized lañes. 

2. STRATEGY OVERVIEW 

The aim of this work is to show that it is possible to model 
the road in an innovative and robust way by detecting not only 
the lañe where the car is being driven (the own lañe) but the 
adjacent lañes, that are of great interest for DAS. 

Four sepárate modules compose the system: (i) feature ex
traction; (ii) perspective estimation; (iii) own lañe estimation; 
and (iv) adjacent lañes estimation. 

Each image of the sequence, I}., is processed by the fea
ture extraction module, which extracts a set of feature points 
{z\} likely belonging to lañe markings in the image. These 
points are used to estimate the perspective of the image, i.e. 
obtaining the homography, H^ that allows to transform the 
image into a non-perspective bird-view of the road (image 
plañe to road plañe homography). Feature points are trans-
formed into {z'\} which are used to estimate the own lañe in 
this non-perspective domain by robustly fitting circumference 
curves. The final step is to form hypotheses of adjacent lañes 
assuming the same width and curvature for all lañes. A con
fidence criterium is applied to verify the hypothesized lañes. 
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3. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

The best way to describe a road is to identify the lañe mark-
ings that define lañes in almost any well-painted road. The 
first step is to genérate an image where discontinuous lañe 
markings become continuous, and thus easier to detect by fur-
ther analysis. Therefore, a temporal filtered image, I'k, in dis-
crete time k, is generated as follows: 

4(x>y) = max{Ik(x,y),... ,Ik-K(x,y)} (1) 

where (x, y) are pixel coordinates inside the image and K the 
number of considered previous images. An example of this 
transformation is shown in Fig. 1; where (a) shows the lower 
part of the original image, and (b) the resulting filtered image. 

Low gradient pixels at the lower part of the image likely 
belong to the road asphalt. Henee the gradient image is de-
rived and the modified histogram of the lower part of I'k is 
computed, taking into account only low gradient pixels. 

This histogram is typically unimodal, with mean and stan
dard deviation valúes (//, a), which accurately parameterize 
the gray level of the road in the current image. The contrast 
between lañe markings and asphalt pixels is enhanced if all 
pixels with intensity valúes lower than {p, + 2.5a} are set 
to zero. The result of this extraction is image I'k' shown in 
Fig. 1 (c) where all its pixels are set to zero but those likely 
belonging to lañe markings. 

For each row and each column of Ik, the intensity level 
evolution is analyzed in order to lócate lañe markings based 
on their properties: (i) they appear as bursts of high intensity 
valúes, and (ii) are mostly surrounded by zeros. Therefore 
they are detected applying derivative filters, which enhance 
steep intensity changes, followed by an adaptive thresholding 
technique that classifies as belonging to lañe markings only 
those pixels with high intensity valúes and response to the 
filter. 

For each row and column, the filter D = \ [— 1 0 1] is ap-
plied, obtaining signed valúes enhancing steep changes. For 
each pixel, the adaptive threshold is computed as: 

t(x,y) = s-exp(-l-^r¿(x,y)J (2) 

where s is the scale factor (255 for 8-bit gray images). The 
higher the pixel valué is, the lower the threshold, so that pixels 
with high valúes (likely belonging to lañe markings) easily 
exceed the threshold, whereas other pixels, with lower valúes, 
will obtain higher thresholds. 

As a result, each pixel obtains one of these three valúes: 
{— 1,0,1}. The pattern that describes a lañe marking within 
a column or a row is a 1 followed by an arbitrary number 
of zeros and ended by a — 1. When found, the central pixel 
of this pattern defines a lañe marking point, zk = (x, y)J. 
Fig. 1 (d) shows an example of the set of points {z\}f=1, 
where N is the total number of points in the image. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
Fig. 1. Feature Extraction Module steps: (a) Ik, original image; 
(b) I'k, máximum image for K = 10; (c) I'k', asphalt pixels are 
set to zero; (d) resulting set of points {z\} in white; (e) vanishing 
point estimation through Hough transform; and (f) resulting non-
perspective bird-view {z'^}. 

4. PERSPECTIVE ESTIMATION 

The vanishing point, which is, in a perspective image, the 
point to which parallel lines seem to converge, is used to com
pute the homography between the image plañe and the road 
plañe, assumed to be fíat [4]. Lañes estimation is simplified 
in this non perspective domain as lañe markings can be ap-
proximated as parallel straight lines in the lower part of the 
image, even when there is a significant curvature ahead. Out-
lier points not belonging to the road, such as trees, the hori-
zon, etc., are also removed. 

4.1. Vanishing point estimation 

The vanishing point is computed as the intersection point of 
the straight lines prolonged from the lower part of the image. 
The well known Hough transform [6] is used for that purpose 
over the set of points {z\} as it is robust against outliers of-
fering múltiple line fitting. Each line is parameterized with an 
angle 9 and a distance p as follows: 

x • sin 9 + y • eos 9 = p (3) 

The Hough transform may lead to more than two lines 
for these lañe markings, as shown in Fig. 1 (e), which result 
in múltiple intersection points. Henee, the vanishing point 
Vfc = (vx,vy)

J is selected as the solution of the system of 
equations built with the equations of each detected line: 

[ s | c ] • vfc = p (4) 

where s = (sin#o,..., sin#¡_i) , c = (cos#o,..., cos#¡_i) , 
p = (/Jo, •••,Pi-i)J , and / is the number of lines. This 
equation is solved with singular valué decomposition (SVD), 
giving the least squares error solution vk to the system. 



The computed vanishing point for the fc-th image is sta-
bilized with a Kalman filter that estimates the state-vector 

= (vx,Vy,vx,vy)
J taking as measure the abovemen-Sk 

tioned least squares error vanishing point. 

4.2. Homography estimation 

The perspective distortion of the image is governed by an ho
mography, Hfc, between the image plañe and the road plañe, 
understood as a bird-view model of the road, as shown in 
Fig. 1 (f). The estimated vanishing point is used to define 
a set of correspondences between points of these planes so 
that the homography is computed through the Direct Linear 
Transformation (DLT) [7]. 

If it is assumed that the yaw angle of the camera with 
respect to the road plañe is cióse to zero, the correspondences 
{x¿ <-> x'j} (to simplify notations k index is removed in this 
section) are set as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b): in (a) the 
original domain is depicted, with the two main straight lines 
modeling the own lañe. The selected points are obtained as 
the intersection of these lines with arbitrary horizontal lines in 
the lower part of the image. Within the transformed domain, 
shown in (b), these points form a rectangle in the lower part 
of the image, taking into account the assumption of Section 
4.1, even when there might exist curvature ahead. 

Once given the set of correspondences, the homography 
is computed with the direct linear transformation (DLT) al-
gorithm. This transformation is given by the cross product 
x'j x Hx¿ = 0. If the j-tii row of the matrix H is denoted by 
h jT , then we have 

Hx, (5) 

considering x¿ = (x¿, y¡, z'¿) , the cross product leads to [7]: 

-4 X ¿ 
0T 

% x ¿ 
= 0 (6) 

which has the form A¿h = 0, where A¿ is a 2 x 9 matrix, 
and h is a 9-vector made up of the entries of the matrix H. 
By assembling the A¿ matrices into a single 2 n x 9 matrix 
A, where n is the number of correspondences, we obtain the 
equation Ah = 0 which is solved by obtaining the SVD of A. 

5. OWN LAÑE ESTIMATION 

The own lañe is typically the best seen in the images, and so 
are its lañe markings. That way, first, the own lañe is esti
mated and then it is used to "extrapólate" adjacent lañes by 
assuming that lañes in the same road have equal width and 
curvature. 

Once the homography that removes perspective from the 
original images is known, feature points {z\} are transformed 
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Fig. 2. Perspective analysis: (a) image plañe points; (b) road plañe 
points. Black dots represent the set of feature points; (c) fltted curves 
for own lañe in solid lines, hypothesized curves in dotted lines; and 
(d) veriflcation through distance measurements. 

into {z'fc} in the road plañe, with i!\ = H^z^. Parabolic 
curves are typically used to fit to these points [1], offering 
enough accuracy for both transformed and image domain. 
However, for the transformed domain, generic circumference 
are models show better performance for most situations. 

First, the set of points is clustered into two sub-sets, ac-
cording to the lañe marking that is nearest to them. Then, 
each sub-set is fitted into an independent circumference. The 
parametric expression of this curve is given by: 

y 2Ax + 2By + C = 0 (7) 

where the center is the point (x, y) = {—A, —B), and the 
radius is r = VA2 +B'1-C. 

If each transformed point is denoted as z'\ = (x¿, y¿)T, 
the curve is estimated as the least squares solution to the fol-
lowing system of equations: 

2x[ 2y[ 

¿XJJ ¿y* N 
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where Â  is the number of points. The accuracy of the model 
is significantly improved by applying RANSAC [8] which 
identifies and removes outliers. 

6. ADJACENT LAÑES ESTIMATION 

Let {x, y, r} be the parameters that define one of the esti
mated curves of the own lañe. Then the parameters of adja
cent curves are extrapolated as {x, y, r ± nw'}, where w' is 
the width of the own lañe and n indexes that the extrapolated 
curve is the n-th curve at the left (—n) or right (+n) of the 
own lañe. A set of hypothesized lañes is shown in Fig. 2 (c). 

For each lañe marking, the veriflcation is carried out by 
checking the distances, <á¿, between the hypothesized points 



Fig. 3. Examples of múltiple lañe road model. 

(those points belonging to the hypothesized curves) and the 
transformed feature points {z'\} as shown in Fig. 2 (d). The 
average distance of all points belonging to each curve is com-
puted, di, and used to obtain a confidence level as in (9), 
which is weighted by a confidence factor which grows with 
the number of points analyzed, Nj. 

*,- = (1 - e x p ( - ^ ) ) • exp((-r ( i i)) (9) 

where r is a decreasing factor of the exponential. 
As a consequence, hypothesized lañe markings at left and 

right of the own lañe obtain confidence levéis according to: (i) 
how well they fit with actual features obtained in the features 
extraction phase, {z'\}, and (ii) how many feature points are 
near them. Those lañe markings having a confidence valué 
tyj higher than a certain threshold are considered as detected. 

Finally, each point of the detected curves is retro-projected 
into the image domain by using H ~ \ delivering the actual 
estimation of the lañes in the image plañe. 

7. RESULTS 

Several video sequences have been captured with an 8-bit 
gray-level camera with resolution 360 x 288 pixels installed 
inside a car, while driving on motorways in Madrid (Spain). 
The analyzed video sequences include varying illumination 
conditions, múltiple and single lañe roads, well and bad as-
phalted and painted roads, curvature, occluding vehicles, etc. 

The proposed algorithm shows excellent results due to 
its robustness, not only in the estimation of the vanishing 
point, but also in the feature extraction processing module. 
Fig. 3 shows múltiple lañe detection in different example im
ages. Among them, there are examples where curvature is 
accurately detected for all lañes (upper-left). In others, the 
presence of shadows and non-homogeneous road color does 
not disturb the road model, ñor does the presence of vehi
cles partially occluding lañe markings. In all these cases the 
strategy is robust and offers good results performing in real-
time, derived from the application of robust techniques such 
as RANSAC, or Kalman filtering. Fig. 4 depicts this robust
ness by showing the confidence level along time for the two 
adjacent lañe markings of example sequence shown in Fig. 1. 
These confidence levéis are maintained through time, show
ing that the hypothesized lañe markings do actually fit well 
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Fig. 4. \I/_ i and i¡?+i corresponding to the left and right lañe mark
ings confidence level. 

with the features corresponding to these adjacent lañes. From 
k = 120, \ff_i is slightly lower than ^+1 : the reason is the 
movement of the vehicle within the own lañe, making more 
visible the right lañe marking. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have described a novel strategy for múltiple 
lañe road modeling with a single camera based on efficient 
vanishing point estimations which allow to reconstruct the ge-
ometry of the road. This reconstruction is undertaken to gen
érate a transformed domain which corresponds to a bird-view 
of the road ahead. Robust curve fitting is applied to model the 
own lañe and to hypothesize adjacent lañes, which are eval-
uated with a confidence function that determines how well 
features, corresponding to these lañes, fit to the estimated ge-
ometry of the own lañe. Results show very accurate múltiple 
lañe road models for different illumination conditions, pres
ence of vehicles, curvature, and non-homogeneous road color. 
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